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documentary, tells the story of a New England couple’s mission
to revive communal singing, what their friend and mentor
Pete Seeger called ‘the people’s music.’ From 1960s protest
movements to the present, they have witnessed singing’s
power to forge human connections and galvanize social change.
As cultural fissures threaten our social compact, their work
takes on new urgency.
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Peter and Annie both grew up in families that sang together. They joined
forces in the early 1980s, leading sings that excited them about sharing
songs with different communities. Over the decades, they collected and
curated hundreds of songs that advance the cause of an engaged civil
society. Through their songbooks, Rise Up Singing and Rise Again, they have
changed the face of community singing in North America.
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Born in 1919, Pete was the iconic folksinger of the 20th Century. An activist
and songwriter, Pete made an impact on all the social change movements
of his era
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Director, Producer: Polly Wells
Polly works in documentary film and factual television in the US and
Canada. Her work has aired on major network and cable outlets.
Producer,Writer: Candida Paltiel
Candida is a producer, director, and writer of documentaries broadcast
on Canadian and international networks.
Editor: Deborah Palloway
Deborah is a multi-award winning documentary editor, garnering Emmy
awards and international festival accolades.
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